
2 years 
unlimited mileage
warranty on all air

springs.



Provides the
bellows with air.Air Inlet

Solid rubber safety device to
prevent excessive damage to

the vehicle and suspension in the event of
a sudden loss of pressure. 

Bumper
Specially designed ring made
from aluminium or reinforced

wire, moulded into the unit between the 
convoluions to provide lateral stability.

Girdle Hoop
On convoluted type
only. Connects the

airspring to the vehicle chassis.
Bottom Plate

An inner layer
of calendered

rubber (passed through a
number of verical rollers to
ensure uniform thickness).

Inner Layer

One ply fabric 
reinforced rubber

cords at a specific bias angle.
First Ply

Fabric reinforced
rubber with the

same bias angle laid opposite to
the first ply.

Second Ply

An outer cover of
calendered rubber

(passed through a number of verical
rollers to ensure uniform thickness).

Outer CoverThreaded hole

Connects theairspring to the vehicle chassis.
Top Plate

Provides the diaphragmwith air.Air Inlet

Secures theairspring tothe vehicle chassis. 
Fixing Studs

An outer cover of
calendered rubber

(passed through a number of verical
rollers to ensure uniform thickness).

Outer Cover

Fabric reinforced
rubber with the

same bias angle laid opposite to the
first ply.

Second Ply

One ply fabric reinforced rubbercords at a specific bias angle.
First Ply

An inner layer of
calendered rubber

(passed through a number of verical
rollers to ensure uniform thickness).

Inner Layer

Solid rubber safety 
device to prevent 

excessive damage to the vehicle 
and suspension in the event of a 
sudden loss of pressure. 

Bumper

The method of
permanently 

sealing the diaphragm or 
bellows to the bead plate.

Crimping

Provides lower mouning arrangement
for the airspring in the form of tapered

holes or studs. (Made from aluminium, steel or
composite material).

Piston

Combination StudActs as a fixing stud andair inlet.

Airspring assembly type 
(Rolling Lobe)

Rolling lobe air springs have a low
natural frequency and a high degree
of lateral flexibility. They also give
high spring deflecion or lit by
means of length change without the
need to change the diameter. 

This advantage means that vehicle
bodies can be raised or lowered
with the aid of air springs used as
axle springs, without addiional
equipment being required.

Convoluted type

Convoluted air springs are
characterised by a favourable
height to spring deflecion raio
(with this type of air spring a      rel-
aively high spring deflecion can be
achieved with the smallest amount
of overall height). Usually found in
double or triple 
configuraion.

Manufactured using high quality steam process

Our air springs are produced by a superior manufacturing process which is a reliable steam
producion method. This method ensures extended service life, durability and constant quality
to the rubber diaphragms.



Rouine inspecion
lCheck all air lines for leaks. 
lCheck air springs have enough clearance when inflated. 

Mis-aligned suspension parts rubbing on the air spring will cause the diaphragm or bellow to wear away. 

lCheck the original specificaion for the suspension’s ride height as in fig 1.
This should be maintained to protect 
the air springs and shock absorbers 
from over extension. 

lCheck the diaphragm or bellow for 
irregular wear, natural wear or outside 
interference. 
lClean the diaphragm or bellow with a 
non-petroleum based soluion. 
lCheck the piston, on rolling lobe type 
air springs, for sharp edges or 
setlement of dirt or foreign bodies. 
lCheck shock absorbers for over 
extension, bush wear and fluid loss. 

If the unit can be easily compressed or extended it will not funcion correctly. 
If the vehicle has recently been in use the shock absorber should be warm to the touch, if this is not the case, the unit may need to be replaced. 

lCheck all torque seings are correct to original specificaion.
lCheck height control valve funcion.
lMouning fixing bolts and nuts should be replaced every ime.
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Preventaive maintenance - listed below are items that can be checked when the vehicle is in for periodic maintenance. 
1. Inspect the outer diameter of the air spring. Check for signs of irregular wear or heat cracking. 

2. Inspect air lines to make sure contact doesn’t exist between the air line and the outer diameter of the air spring. Air lines can rub a hole in the air 
spring bellow.

3. Check to see that there is sufficient clearance around the complete circumference of the air spring while at it’s maximum diameter.

4. Inspect the outer diameter of the piston for build up of foreign materials. (On a reversible sleeve style air spring, the piston is the botom component of
the air spring).

5. Correct ride height should be maintained. All vehicles with air springs have a specified ride height established by the OE manufacturer. This height, 
which is found in your service manual, should be maintained within 1/4 inch. This dimension can be checked with the vehicle loaded or empty.

6. Leveling valves (height control valves) play a large part in ensuring that the total air spring system works as required. Clean, inspect and replace if 
necessary.

7. Make sure you have the correct shock absorbers and check for leaking hydraulic oil and worn or broken end connectors. If a broken shock absorber
is found, replace it immediately. The shock absorber will normally limit the rebound of an air spring and prevent it over extending.

8. Check the ightness of all mouning hardware (nuts and bolts). If loose retorque to the OE manufacturer’s specificaions. Do not over ighten.

9. When cleaning use only approved cleaning methods. (these include; soap, water, methyl alcohol, ethyl alcohol and isopropyl alcohol).

Never atempt to service the air suspension while the air spring is inflated.

Well known across Europe as a leading distributor of brake discs and pads for heavy
commercial vehicles, trailers and buses. Juratek branded products have high standards
of quality, durability and in-service performance, which is demanded at all levels of
distribuion in this very safety conscious market.
Juratek air springs are sourced globally from manufacturers to the original equipment
market with IS9001 and TS16949 and cerificates of conformity. The quality processes
in place will ensure our products give you a long and efficient service life.

However to ensure you get the maximum life out of Juratek air springs the following rouine inspecion should be carried out.



Appearance

Juratek air springs are sourced globally from manufacturers to the original equipment market with
IS9001 and TS16949 and cerificates of conformity. The quality processes in place will ensure our
products give you a long and efficient service life.
However, failures someimes occur. The informaion below is designed to help when determining
the cause of air spring failure.
The vast majority of premature failures and consequent warranty returns are found not to be caused
by faulty products, but are caused by a lack of suspension maintenance, incorrect installaion or
other associated problems.
Before installing a new air spring, it is recommended to carefully examine the cause of the failure. If the cause is not recified, this will result in the
failure of the newly installed air spring.
The informaion below is a guide to the most common air spring failures and are NOT COVERED BY WARRANTY.

Air springs - troubleshooing

l Rubber bellows 
distorted. 

l Girdle hoop torn   
loose.

l Running at extended posiions with low air pressure.Possible
Cause

Loose girdle hoop
Appearance

l Hole in diaphragm or
bellow below bead plate.

l Misaligned bump stop.
l worn suspension bushes.
l incorrect installaion.

Possible
Cause

Circumferenial  abrasion

Appearance

l Hole in diaphragm or
bellow at bead plate junc-
ion.

l Misaligned bump stop.
l Worn suspension bushes.
l Incorrect installaion.

Possible
Cause

Chafing between bead plate and bellow
Appearance

l Bead plate concave 
(see red line).

l Internal bumper loose.
l Hole in girdle hoop
area.

l Broken or defecive shock absorber.
l Defecive levelling valve.
l Overloaded vehicle.
l Pressure regulator set too low.
l Incorrect air spring fited.

Possible
Cause

Botoming out

Appearance

l Hole rubbed into side
of bellow/ diaphragm.

l Structural interference (broken shock absorber, loose air line, 
misalignment, worn bushes).

l No air pressure (rolling lobe type).
l Foreign material.
l Incorrect air spring fited.

Possible
Cause

Abrasion
Appearance

l Bellows cut along bead
plate juncion.
l Bellows cut along 
piston juncion.

l Running at full extension with high air pressure for long 
periods of ime.

l Impact in compressed posiion.
Possible
Cause

Circumferenial cuts

l Broken shock absorber.
l Incorrect shock absorber fited.
l Defecive levelling valve.
l Ride posiion set too high.
l Incorrect air spring fited.

Possible
Cause

l Bead plate convex, especially around blind nuts or studs (fig 1.).
l Rubber bellows separated from bead plate (fig 2.).
l Leaking at blind nuts or studs (fig 3.).
l Leaking at end closure (fig 3.).
l Loose girdle hoop on convoluted style.

Appearance

Over extension

fig 1. fig 2. fig 3.


